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 A message from PMA Institute Founder, Jacob Korthuis: 

Dear friends, 

Springtime is riddled with themes of rebirth, renewal and 
restarts. Do you get swept up in the season’s natural 
motivations or do you become overwhelmed by it? 
Understanding the source of your response (whether it feels 
“good” or “bad”) is an opportunity to grow and to become 
happier and healthier. This Spring, leap forward towards 
who you really are with PMA and rejoice! 

-Jacob 

  Upcoming Events 

May 13 
Coaches Development Meeting 
with Jacob & Ingrid,  
The Netherlands 
 
May 20 
Training: PMA Fundamentals for 
new generation coaches, The 
Netherlands 
info@pmainstitute.com   
 
September 9 
Coaches Development Meeting 
with Jacob & Ingrid,  
The Netherlands 
 
October 12 
8-day seminar, Part I, the 
Netherlands 
www.pmaminded.nl/seminar/ 
 

Quote Corner 

“What you will 
allow is what will 

continue”. 
-Ingrid Schabbing 

Important News  

New class teaches new tools to grow clients 
What’s preventing you from reaching more clients? Jacob Korthuis and 
Ingrid Schabbing answer this and other important questions about growing 
your PMA Coach business in a special May 13th Q&A event in Arnhem, 
the Netherlands. This second round of reunions for PMA Coaches looks at 
breaking the barriers of client growth and addressing personal questions 
and concerns from coaches around the world. Have a question for Jacob 
and Ingrid? Email them in advance to info@pmaminded.com. Questions 
will be answered in order of receipt so send your questions today!  
 
PMA invited to join Dutch health pledge 
The Dutch national prevention program, “Everything is Health” invited 
PMA Worldwide to sign a pledge, in collaboration with the program’s 
health movement. The initiative partners with key organizations to 
create modern solutions to increase life expectancy and vitality.    
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Fun, Facts and Features… 

Did	you	know?	

Triggers in PMA relate to any colors, sights, sounds, or sensations 
that activate a physiological response in your body. A trigger 

could be the slightest movement of a hand, a tone in a voice, or 
a specific word which causes a physiological response, big or 

small. What type of response? The possibilities are endless. Some 
triggers activate physical symptoms like a headache or 

backache. Other triggers activate specific behaviors, rituals and 
more. The cause of triggers is so detailed, it can’t be identified 

through traditional counseling or treatments. Only PMA can 
address triggers, down to the minute detail which is causing the 
larger health and behavioral problems. The best part? Once the 

specific cause is addressed, the bigger problems melt away 
permanently, naturally opening the door to more of what’s good 

for you!  
 

Monthly	motivation	with	Ingrid	Schabbing	

When is good, bad? 

It’s safe to say most people would rather feel ‘good’ than ‘bad’; 
comfortable instead of uncomfortable; happy instead of sad. But are 
there ‘good’ feelings that are ‘bad’ for you? And how do you know 
the difference between a good feeling that serves you and one that 
doesn’t?  There are some obvious examples of dangerous ‘good’ 
feelings in the form of addictions or not-so-good eating habits. But 
other ‘good’ feelings aren’t as easy to recognize as ‘bad.’ Do you 
know someone who continues to fall in love with abusers? What 
about the comfortable distractions of technology that can keep us 
from finishing projects or solving daily problems? If these behaviors 
are bad for us in the long term why are we drawn to them and how 
do we learn to identify these harmful impulses disguised as ‘good?’ 
PMA offers a clear path of understanding and healing, all based on 
how the brain processes information and pushes us away from 
immediate pain. PMA zones in on the source of these feelings, 
eliminating them immediately and clearing the path for good 
feelings that benefit you permanently!   

Ingrid is the Director of Coaching for the PMA Institute. Send questions 
to info@pmaminded.com and follow her monthly blogs at 
www.pmaminded.com.  

 
Ingrid Schabbing 

 
 

	

		Get involved 

PMA Minded Blogs 

Follow PMA Coaching 
Director, Ingrid Schabbing’s 

advice and personal stories in 
her monthly blog on 

www.pmaminded.com  

   Growth Quiz 

Head over to 
www.pmaminded.com to 

create a personalized path 
towards your greatest 

potential with our exclusive 
PMA Growth Quizl! 

Lunch n’ Learns 

Looking for a fun and 
interactive event at work? 

Enjoy lunch with colleagues 
and discover how PMA 

benefits business – onsite or via 
Skype. Email 

info@pmaminded.com 
schedule today!	

Find Your Coach 

Experience the benefits of PMA 
immediately with a coaching 

session! Find a coach near you 
and schedule today by clicking 

on ‘Coaching’ at 
www.pmainstitute.com 	

Email us at 
info@pmaminded.com with 

your personal stories, 
suggestions or questions. It 

may be featured in an 
upcoming edition.	


